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Trinity’s Need-A-Meal Ministry has been serving 
the community for eight years and running.  There 
is a solid core of passionate leaders/servants 
believing they are making a difference.  Once a 
month our ministry team of 18 strives to make a 
healthy and nutritious meal for about 100 people.  
Most of those who come to eat are regulars who are 
on a fixed income, but there are also many “first 

timers” passing through town.  It is an inter-generational atmosphere.  They represent local 
Chillicothe folk and others from the surrounding countryside.  Many meet their friends in 
the Friendship Hall for a social time.  
 
Once the meal has been prepared, Pastor Kurt offers a blessing on those gathered and 
personally seeks out those in need of prayer.  Need-A-Meal prepares enough food for at 
least 150 servings.  This allows guests to have “seconds” and enable the ministry servants 
to be fed as well.  If there are leftovers, our local guests are allowed to have a “carryout” for 
later.  The food preparation begins on the morning of the meal, and congregation members 
graciously provide desserts. 
 
How has the word gotten out about Trinity’s efforts?  First, the groundwork of eight years 
of radical hospitality has drawn local folk to our community table.  Second, Trinity invites 
people to our Need-A-Meal when they ask for and pick up a food referral for the Good 
Samaritan Network of Ross Country in our church office.  We have an average of 20 families 
per day request help for food, and occasionally the conversation turns to physical or 
emotional concern and one of our staff persons prays with them.   
 
The expanding dream for our Need-A-Meal ministry is to set up an area where people can 
receive prayer and spiritual counseling while they visit with us.  This Need-A-Meal ministry 
is one tangible way where the Trinity folk can fulfill our mission to “reach and make new 
disciples of Jesus Christ.” 
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